0009.3 00
PREPARING FOR LIFT TOW – RECOVERY WINCH ASSISTED PRE-PICKING

WARNING
The following methods are for lifting a stationary object in preparation for towing or
recovery only. NEVER attempt to tow any vehicle in these configurations. A crush
hazard exists. Loads could shift suddenly if towing in this configuration were
attempted. Failure to comply can result in damage to equipment and serious injury
or death to personnel.
These instructions assume that the operator(s) are trained for Recovery Operations
and use of the FWTRD/TDRT and have an understanding of the different rigging
configurations for performing recovery and lift tow operations as described in FM 430.31 Battle Damage Assessment and Recovery and FM 5-125 Rigging Techniques.
Failure to comply may result in injury or death to personnel.
These configurations are approved for the XM20 Fifth Wheel Towing and Recovery
Device with the M983 LET. Using any other prime mover to perform these lifts has
not been tested at the time of writing this TM and could result in unstable
conditions including shifting loads and crush hazards. Failure to comply could result
in injury or death to personnel and or damage to equipment.
Wheels on the towed vehicle should be chocked and parking brakes engaged prior
to performing pre-picking. Failure to comply could result in the vehicle moving
unexpectedly creating a crush hazard causing serious injury or death to personnel.

NOTE
This method would be utilized to pre-pick a disabled vehicle for insertion of the Cross Bar for
Sledding. The use of the Cross Bar for Sledding is described in WP 0009.4 00.
The steps in this work package describe using the FWTRD 35K winch for the task. The steps
would be the same should it be determined that the prime mover 45K winch were needed for
the load being pre-picked. (Based on operators calculations taken from FM 4-30.31, Recovery
and Battle Damaged Assessment.)
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0009.3 00
PREPARING FOR LIFT TOW – RECOVERY WINCH ASSISTED PRE-PICKING – Continued

NOTE
This work package begins with the FWTRD in the “Transport” Configuration. (WP 0007 00)

1. Prepare the winch cable as described in WP 0011.1 00 steps 1-16.
2. Once winch cable is removed from D-Ring at the end of the booms (step 14 WP 0011 00), perform
steps 1-9 of WP 0009.2 00 Basic Lifting with The FWTRD.
3. Using the remote control, “RETRACT” the booms completely. (figure 1)
4. Back the M983 LET as close to the disabled vehicle as possible for a vertical lift with the cable.
5. Attach the winch cable to the disabled vehicle using chains and shackles from the FWTRD BII.
Refer to FM 4-30.31 Recovery and Battle Damage, Assessment for proper rigging.
6. Using the remote control, “RETRACT” the winch to lift the load.
7. Place the Cross Bar for Sledding in position as described in WP 0009.4 00.

Figure 1 – Winch assisted pre-pick
END OF WORK PACKAGE
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0009.4 00
Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes
The following sections describe the preparation and use of the Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding
Shoes. The Sledding shoes can be used independently on the STRYKER and in conjunction with the Cross
Bar for Sledding for other disabled vehicles.

WARNING
The FWTD/FWTRD can be utilized along with the Cross Bar for Sledding to recover
vehicles with catastrophic damage to either the front or rear axle/suspension area.
Use rear lift tow only if other front towing is not practical. When a disabled vehicle is
lift towed from the rear, the front axle of the disabled vehicle is subject to
overloading. This is especially true for vehicles with armored cabs. In addition, the
steering axle of the disabled vehicle must be locked securely in a straight position. If
not properly secured, the disabled vehicle may not track (follow) correctly. This could
cause the load to shift side to side during lift tow resulting in loss of control of the load
and/or the prime mover. Failure to properly comply with securing the steering axle in
a rear lift tow configuration can result injury or death to personnel and/or damage to
the equipment.
The Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes are very heavy (Sledding Shoes 105
lbs/47.62 Kg each and the Cross Bar 270 lbs/122.47 Kg). The FWTRD should be used as
much as possible in removing, positioning, and storing these items. Always use an
assistant when it is necessary to physically handle the Cross Bar for Sledding and
Sledding Shoes. Failure to comply can result in serious injury or death to personnel
and or damage to equipment.

NOTE
These instructions assume that the operator(s) are trained in use of the FWTRD/TDRT
and have an understanding of the different configurations required for performing
recovery and lift tow operations.
The Cross Bar for Sledding is stowed on the 35K winch bracket of the FWTRD.
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0009.4 00
Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued
SLEDDING SHOE OPTIONS- The sledding shoes can be utilized 3 different ways. This is an overview of
those options. Specific instructions are in the WP’s regarding lift tow and winch recovery.
A. Shoes are bolted at the front of the STRYKER to the lower eyes on hull. This allows a STRYKER with
frontal damage to be winched onto the TDRT without initial interference at the front. (figure1)

Figure 1 - Sledding Shoe at front of STRYKER
B. Shoes can be bolted through large tie down loops at the rear of the STRYKER. The pin adaptors (inset)
are used in the tie down loops before bolting to help create a secure fit. Placing the Sledding Shoes at
the rear helps prevent fuel tank damage when winching or towing a STRYKER with missing rear
suspension components. (figure 2)

Figure 2 - Sledding Shoes at rear of STRYKER
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0009.4 00
Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued
SLEDDING SHOE OPTIONS- Continued
C. Sledding Shoes used in conjunction with the Cross Bar for Sledding. This configuration can be utilized
to “create” an axle for lift towing or winching (Figures 3 & 4). Specific instructions on pre-picking a
vehicle to place the Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes are found in WP 0009.3 00.

Figures 3 & 4 - Cross Bar for Sledding with Sledding Shoes attached
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Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued
CROSS BAR FOR SLEDDING REMOVAL – 35K Winch Bracket Mounted
The Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes are stored on a bracket that is part of the 35K winch
mount. It is held in place on the bracket by four (4) clevises with pins. (figure 5).

Figure 5 - Cross Bar Brackets
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Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued

NOTE
To remove the Cross Bar begin with the FWTRD in Transport Configuration (WP 0007 00).
1. On the FWTRD left side fender, set the diverter for 18K winch operation by pushing the knob
“IN”. (figure 6)

Figure 6 – 18K/35K Winch Diverter

NOTE
Steps 2 -6 can be performed while standing on the deck area of the M983 LET just
forward of the fifth wheel. Have the FWTRD remote control with you for performing the
steps.
2. Remove the two clevises at the front of the Cross Bar. (figure 7)

Figure - 7 Front clevis location points for Cross Bar
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Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued
3. Relocate the clevises through the d-rings on the boom cross member of the FWTRD and pin to
the tabs on the Cross Bar (figure 8).

Figure 8 – Relocating Front Clevises (inset shown installed)
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Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued
4. Using the remote control, slack the 18K winch cable and leaving the chain routed through the drings on the rear of the FWTRD cross member, bring the chain ends under the Cross Bar as
shown in figure 9. Secure the chain to the d-rings on the side of the booms as shown.

Figure 9 - Chain from 18K winch securing Cross Bar (inset shows from the side)
5. Once the chains on the 18K winch are in place, remove the rear set of clevises from the Cross
Bar. Once removed from the bar, store them on the bracket.
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Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued
6. Using the remote control, bring the 18K winch cable “In” until the chain secures the Cross Bar to
the booms (figure 10). The Cross Bar should now be clear of the bracket.
7. “Prepare” (unfold) the FWTRD as described in WP 0008 00.

Figure 10 - Cross Bar secured
8. As the FWTRD booms reach the ground, the Cross Bar for Sledding can be positioned for placing
under a disable vehicle. (figure 11)

Figure- 11 Cross Bar ready to position at disabled vehicle
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Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued
CROSS BAR FOR SLEDDING STOWAGE – 35K Winch Bracket Mounted

NOTE
The steps for stowing the Cross Bar are the reverse of the removal instructions.
1. Position Cross Bar for Sledding with the Sledding Shoes on the FWTRD Booms and have secured
with the 18K winch chains and the two safety clevises. (figure 12)

Figure 12 – Cross Bar secured to booms for stowage
2. Perform steps 1-8 of WP 0007 00, “Transport” configuration.
3. Once the pivot pins are removed, use the remote control and “EXTEND” the mast until the Cross
Bar is aligned over the top of the storage brackets.
4. Using the remote control, slack the 18K winch chains by winching “out”. This will drop the cross
bar into the stowage brackets.
5. Remove the rear safety clevises that were stored on the brackets and reinstall them through the
D - rings on the rear of the Cross Bar back to the stowage brackets.
6. Remove the two safety clevises that secured the Cross Bar to the FWTRD booms and reinstall
them through the D-Rings at the front of the Cross Bar to the stowage bracket.
7. Once all four safety clevises are holding the Cross Bar onto the bracket, slack the 18K winch in
order to remove the chains and stow the 18K winch cable.
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Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued
PLACING THE CROSS BAR FOR SLEDDING UNDER A DISABLED VEHICLE

WARNING
Operations utilizing the Cross Bar for Sledding are performed on disabled vehicles with
significant damage. These vehicles can be unstable and shift suddenly creating crush
hazards. Use extreme caution when positioning and securing the Cross Bar for
Sledding to prevent serious injury and or death to personnel.
1. Perform pre-picking procedures as described in WP 0009.3 00. Pre-pick the disabled vehicle to a
height that allows the Cross Bar to be inserted under the disabled vehicle.
2. The Cross Bar for Sledding then should be positioned under the disabled vehicle at a point
where the Cross Bar will act as a temporary “axle”. (figure 13)

Figure 13 – Cross Bar positioned
3. Using the remote control, pay out the winch cable to set the disabled vehicle onto the Cross Bar.
Do not slack the cable until the Cross Bar is completely secured with chains and binders.
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Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued
4.

Secure to the disabled vehicle utilizing chains and binders. The Cross Bar has D-Rings mounted
on it to help accomplish this task. Placement of the chains on the disabled vehicle will depend
on the damage to the vehicle but should be in areas that can support the forces applied when
winching the vehicle onto the TDRT or lift towing with the FWTRD. (figures 14 & 15)

Figure 14 and 15 - Cross Bar secured with chains and binders
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Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued

NOTE
The disabled vehicle can now be lift-towed, or winch recovered to a staging point for loading
onto the TDRT. See WP 0011.1 00 for Winch Recovery Operations.
Skip step 6 if the damage prevents the vehicle from being lift-towed.
5. With the Cross Bar in place, the FWTRD can now be utilized for performing a lift tow of the
disabled vehicle. The Cross Bar serves as the lifting point (“axle”) for the FWTRD booms (figure
16). The FWTRD wheel stops will contact the Cross Bar and serve as the forward stop (inset).
Follow the steps for lift towing as described in WP 0010 00.

Figure 16 - Vehicle with in lift-tow. (Inset shows the Cross Bar contacting the FWTRD wheel stop to
prevent forward movement of the disabled vehicle.)
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Preparing to Lift Tow - Cross Bar for Sledding and Sledding Shoes – Continued

WARNING
When winching a disabled vehicle using the Cross Bar for Sledding always attach the winch
cable to the Sledding Shoes, NOT the D-Rings on the Cross Bar for Sledding. Failure to comply
can result in an unstable winching situation causing injury to personnel or damage to the
equipment.
6. Position the disabled vehicle in line with the TDRT. Place the FWTRD/TDRT into winch loading
configuration (WP 0012.2 00)
7. Place the 1.25 inch clevises to the Sledding Shoes as an attachment point for rigging. Rig for
winching in accordance with FM 4-30.31, “Recovery and Battle Damage Assessment and
Recovery”
8. Winch the disabled vehicle onto the TDRT (WP 0012.3 00) (figure 17)

Figure 17 - TDRT loading configuration

END OF WORK PACKAGE
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0010 00
CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES
This section gives basic procedures for performing lift-tow operations with the FWTRD. The specific lift
points, chaining locations, Tow Bar Adaptor positions, blocking locations, will vary depending on the
vehicle type and factors such as damage to the vehicle. The operator must adapt these procedures as
necessary for the recovery they are performing.

WARNING
Wheels on the towed vehicle should be chocked and parking brakes engaged prior to
beginning lift tow connection. Failure to comply could result in the vehicle moving
unexpectedly creating a crush hazard causing serious injury or death to personnel.
If the valve control levers are used, an assistant must monitor boom extensions to
prevent contact with the towed vehicle that could result in damage to the equipment.
The assistant should be kept in sight at all times to prevent injury or death to
personnel.

CAUTION
When using the Tow Bar Assemblies it is still required to install safety chains for lifttow. Failure to comply could cause the vehicle, while in transport, to shift suddenly on
the FWTRD Booms causing damage to the equipment.

NOTE
When using the Tow Bar Assemblies, If the upper receiver connection holes are too high
to be connected to the disabled vehicle, perform the pre-picking procedures (WP 0009.1
00) to align the tow eyes to the assemblies.
If the vehicle you are towing is the STRYKER proceed to WP 0010.1 00 for specific
instructions regarding the steps to be followed for connecting to the vehicle.
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CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued
The Fifth Wheel Towing and Recovery Device should be “prepared” for towing (WP 0008 00) (figure 1). If
Tow Bar Assemblies are being used (WP 0009 00), remove the front towing clevises from towed vehicle.

Figure 1- FWTRD “prepared” for towing

WARNING
Connecting to a towed vehicle should be done by two people, the first person in the prime
mover cab and the second acting as a ground guide. The person in the prime mover cab must
keep the ground guide in sight at all times. All other personnel should stand completely clear
of the area. A crush hazard exists. Failure to comply may result in serious injury or death to
personnel.

1. Position the FWTRD so that the FWTRD booms are center to, and can be backed evenly under the
disabled vehicle. (figure 2)

Figure 2 – FWTRD lined up to disabled vehicle
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CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued

NOTE
If the Tow Bar Adaptors are being used, the receivers with wheel stops will be positioned
only as an alignment aid to line the Adaptors to the front tow eyes of the disabled
vehicle. When connected, the Tow Bar Adaptors will serve as the forward stop of the
towed vehicle. See WP 0009 00 to set up the Tow Bar Adaptors.
If the Tow Bar Adaptors are not being used, the receivers with wheel stops become the
forward stop for the towed vehicle. The tires of the disabled vehicle contacting the
wheel stops acts as the forward stop. Position the receivers so that, after the tires of the
towed vehicle contact the tire stops, there is approximately 12 inches of space between
the front of the towed vehicle and the bumper stops of the FWTRD. (Figure 3)

Figure 3 – Receivers with wheel stops when Tow Bar Adaptors not used
2. Position the receivers with wheel stops on the FWTRD Booms. (See note)
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0010 00
CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued
3. Using an assistant, back the FWTRD under the vehicle until the wheel stops align evenly with and
contact the tires (figure 4), or the Tow Bar Adaptors line up to the tow eyes on the disabled vehicle.

Figure 4 – Backing under disabled vehicle

CAUTION
For rear tie-down, the FWTRD Extensions should be located in the area between the
rear of the cab and the forward rear axle on the towed vehicle frame. Failure to
comply may result in an unstable hook-up and the frame of the truck being
overstressed during lift-tow resulting in damage to the equipment.
4. Using the remote control, EXTEND LEFT OUT (1) and EXTEND RIGHT OUT (2) to extend the boom
extensions to the position where rear tie-down chains will be installed for the vehicle you are
towing. (Figure 5)

Figure 5 - Towing Connection Location
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CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued
5. Using the valve control levers or the remote control, BOOM EXTEND until the transport leg assembly
is free of the prime mover after-frame. (figure 6)
6. Rotate handle (3) counter-clockwise and raise the transport legs. Secure the handle with the small
bungee. (figure 6)

Figure 6 – Boom “Extend” to stow Transport Leg Assembly
7. Using the valve control levers or the remote control, BOOM RETRACT until the boom touches the
ground.

NOTE
If the towed vehicle is not equipped with front towing eyes, the towing eyes are damaged, or
they are not compatible with the Tow Bar Assemblies, skip step 8.
8. Position upper section (4) of tow bar assembly under front towing eye (5) of towed vehicle.
(figure 7) Adjust the tow bar assembly back as needed. This is to check location. Do not install any
pins at this time.

Figure 7 - Tow bar Assembly Location
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CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued
9. Using the valve control levers or the remote control, BOOM RETRACT to lift boom extensions to
allow for ground clearance when attaching 1/2 inch chains. Retract booms as much as possible
without interference to axles, fuel tanks, support brackets, etc under the towed vehicle. (Figure 8)

Figure 8 – Booms retracted for rear chain hook up

CAUTION
Use care not to wrap chain around frame flange or any air, hydraulic, or fuel lines that
may run along the frame. This could bend the frame flange or damage hoses and lines.
Chain may be wrapped over both frame rails. This will not pull down on the frame
flange.

NOTE
Boom extensions should be secured behind the second axle when towing the PLS systems.
There are a wide variety of rear suspension configurations. The FWTRD BII of 1/2” chains,
sling/grab hooks, frame hooks, and clevises, are provided to use in combinations as determined
to complete rear chaining of the boom extensions.
Rear chaining should be configured as vertically, from the boom extensions to the disabled
vehicle connection point, as possible.
It is permissible to wrap the 1/2” chain around the end of the extension as shown in figure 9.
10. Secure the boom extensions, as close to the frame as possible. Chain around an area that can
withstand towing force to include rear axle or spring hangers. Take up as much slack as possible by
hand. See figure 9 for examples.
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CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued

Figure 9 - Rear chaining examples
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CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued

NOTE
Remove wheel chocks from towed vehicle, and disengage parking brake. Air lines may need to
be attached to towed vehicle (WP 0016 00)
If vehicle being lift-towed is not equipped with suitable front towing eyes, skip to step 13.
11. Using the valve control levers or remote control, BOOM EXTEND until the rear safety chains tighten.
Check your chains once tight.
12. Position upper section of left and right tow bar (4) to towing eye (5) of towed vehicle and secure
with hitch pin (6) and spring clip (7).

Figure 10 - Tow Bar upper section installation
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CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued

NOTE
If towed vehicle is not equipped with front towing eyes, ensure that the distance from
the front bumper of the towed vehicle to the bumper stops on the FWTRD is
approximately 6-12 inches (305 mm) and that the front tires are firmly placed against
tire stops.

Figure 11 - towing configuration with front clearance
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CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued

WARNING
Step 13 involves placing blocks between the booms and the front suspension of the
towed vehicle. If an assistant is used, the assistant must be kept in sight by the
operator at all times and must be clear of the area prior to performing step 14. A crush
hazard exists. Failure to comply may result in injury or death to personnel.

NOTE
Blocking and/or rubber pads help create space for steering linkage, tie rods, U-bolts, etc.
13. Position rubber blocks between towed vehicle suspension and boom.

Figure 12 - Pad/block location
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CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued
14. Using the valve control levers or the remote control, BOOM EXTEND to raise boom assembly until
blocks contact the suspension lift point.

NOTE
If the vehicle being recovered is not equipped with front towing eyes, skip steps 15-18.
15. Install hitch pin (8) through upper tow bar assembly (9) and secure with spring clip (10).
16. Repeat step 15 for the remaining tow bar assembly.
17. BOOM EXTEND to raise the lower tow bar assembly (11) until hitch pin (8) seats in lower tow bar
assembly (11). Install second hitch pin (12) through both upper and lower tow bar assembly and
secure with spring clip (13). Make sure that bolts that secure lower section to the booms are tight.
18. Repeat step 17 for the remaining tow bar assembly.

Figure 13 - Tow Bar Assembly fitment
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CONNECTING TO TOWED VEHICLES- Continued
19. Using valve lever controls, BOOM EXTEND to level fifth wheel and install hitch pin (14) into center
boom lock (15).
20. Using valve lever controls, BOOM RETRACT to lock hitch pin (14) into position. Secure hitch pin
with spring pin and lanyard.
21. Using valve lever controls, MAST EXTEND to raise towed vehicle to towing height required for
terrain.
22. Install pivot pin (16) in slot above arrow (17) and MAST RETRACT to lock pin into position, using
valve lever control.
23. Install 1/2 inch chain to secure front axle to boom. Refer to WP 0014 00.
24. Ensure towed vehicles steering wheel is secured in place to prevent rotation while in transport.
25. Connect 70 ft. cable from fifth wheel towing device to light assembly. Install towlight assembly on
rear of towed vehicle. Refer to section WP 0015.
26. If not connected in step 11, connect air lines from fifth wheel towing device to disabled vehicle.
Refer to section WP 0016.
27. Inspect lights and brakes on towed vehicle for proper operation.
28. Ensure electrical control box power switch is in OFF position. Ensure remote control power switch
is in OFF position.

Figure 14 - Lock Pin Placements
END OF WORK PACKAGE
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